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H ello, I’d like to demonstrate 
the use of the SOTA 
LightWorks.  Shown here 

is our latest model the Model LW2.  
Now before we get started please 
do remember to read your product 
manual.  It’s got lots of good 
information in it and read it end to 
end.

Wall Adaptor

Now the LightWorks is powered by an 
AC to DC wall adaptor.  If you’re not 
using our wall adaptor please use a 
wall adaptor with the exact same specifications.  The specifications are 12 Volt DC output, a 
minimum of 1.5 amps, center or tip positive and this barrel is 2.1 mm, a standard barrel size.  
What makes our wall adaptor unique is that it can automatically adjust for the voltage in your 
country so you can use it anywhere in the world.  And for different blades you can pop the 
blade out and put the blade on of your country.

Turning the Unit On

And to power the unit you take the power plug 
from the wall adaptor and on the back of the 
LightWorks there’s a power jack.  You simply plug 
it in and when I turn the unit over you’ll see a 
large white ON/OFF/MODE button and you just 
simply hit that button once.  The unit will beep.  
The lights will come ON.  And it will automatically 
go into auto mode.  The Orange light is flashing 
and you’ll see it’s in Constant Mode and we’ll talk 
more about that later.  To turn the unit off you 
just simply hold the button down for two seconds. 
There we are, the unit beeps, all the lights turn off 
and the unit is turned off.
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Connecting the Hand Paddle to the Unit

Okay the next step now is to connect the Hand Paddle.  On the Hand Paddle we have some 
blue protective coverings over the lens.  Just make sure you peel that off.  And we’ll peel off 
both sides.  And on the Hand Paddle we have Red on one side and Near Infrared on the other 
and we’ll show you that in a minute.

We’re going to connect a USB cord from the unit to the Hand Paddle.  Please do remember 
not to plug this unit into a computer or use any other computer cord.   It’s specifically made 
for our LightWorks unit.  And on the USB cord we have two ends, a flat end and more of a 
rectangular end.  And we’ll start with the rectangular end.   That end will plug into the paddle 
like that.  And it’s keyed, so it will only plug in one way.  And on the LightWorks unit it’s the 
USB, there’s a USB symbol on this plug and the USB symbol will be in the down position.  
And on the front of the unit there are two ports, Port 1 and Port 2.  You can use either of the 
two ports and we’ll talk about using the dual ports later on.  And you just simply plug it in.

And then of course you take your power jack as I did before and plug the power cord into 
the unit.  So let’s turn it ON now.  I turned it ON and you’ll see a very bright Red light.  And 
there’s sixty LEDs, Red LEDs, on the Red side and just make sure all sixty are turned on.  

Switching Colors on Hand Paddles

On the unit there’s a Paddle Button, that’s the other button to the right.  That Paddle Button 
is used to change the lights from one side of the paddle to the other.  So I’m going to hit 
that button.  The paddle beeps and now we’re on the Infrared side.  And on the Infrared side 
there actually are sixty LEDs all together but three of those are Red in color.  That tells us or 
indicates that all sixty LEDs are working including fifty-seven of the Infrared.  Make sure that 
those three lights are on.  Those indicate the bank of Infrared LEDs are on. 

Now Infrared LEDs are invisible and that’s why you don’t see them.  The camera may pick 
it up but you may not see those lights coming on.  So make sure that those three indicator 
lights are on and then you know that all the Infrared lights are on.

Now every time you change a Mode or press the Paddle Button the internal timer of the unit 
gets reset.  And we’ll talk more about the timing later.

The Modes

Now the LightWorks unit has two options.  There’s an Auto option and a Manual option.  I’ll 
turn the unit ON.  And you’ll see that right away the Auto light is on, the Orange light has 
come on and it’s blinking, and it’s in Constant Mode.  So we have eight modes but we’re in 
option Auto.  What is going to happen now is that the unit will cycle through each of the eight 
Modes, Constant and A through G.  It’ll be three minutes on each Mode for a total of twenty-
four minutes and then it will turn itself off and go into what we call Sleep Mode.  And then if 
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you want to continue the session you just hit the ON/OFF/MODE button and it will continue 
for another session.

The other option is Manual.  And going into Manual option I hit the button and right away I’ve 
turned into the Manual option.  Right away it’s on the Constant and this is timed for twenty 
minutes.  And if I want to go into any one of the different Modes I hit the button.  As you 
can see it’s cycling through A through G.  And then when I finish on G it actually goes back 
into Auto mode so you can now select the Auto option again.  If I want to again go back into 
Manual I just keep hitting the button and you’ll cycle back into the Manual option.  

Now on the different Modes we have Constant and the Constant Mode has no frequency 
associated with it.  The lights are on constantly and that is the most powerful session for the 
LightWorks.  Each of the other Modes, A through G, are pulsed with a frequency and in the 
manual you’ll see the different frequencies for each of the Modes A through G.  And these 
are pulsed at a 50 percent duty cycle so the intensity is halved and in the manual you’ll see 
specifications for the light output and that type of thing.  And I’ll just turn the unit OFF for 
now.

Now just to recap; as I mentioned after the session has timed out either in Auto or Manual  
the unit will go into what we call Sleep Mode.  And what happens is that all the lights are 
turned off except for the Mode that you were in and that will just flash briefly every few 
seconds and you have twenty seconds to restart that particular session and you do that 
by just simply hitting the ON/OFF/MODE button.  If you don’t touch it the unit will then 
completely turn off.  And when you’re done just please remember unplug your wall adaptor 
when not in use.

Using the Unit

Okay I’m just going to turn the LightWorks ON 
for a minute here.  Now the light that’s produced 
by the Hand Paddle, it does dissipate rather 
rapidly the further you get away from the body 
so you want to make sure that the Hand Paddle is 
placed directly against the skin.  You also want to 
make sure that you don’t have it against clothing 
because clothing will block the light.  So do put 
it against the skin directly.  And you can move it 
location to location.  Most people may not even 
feel any sensation while the LightWorks is ON but 
everyone’s unique.

It’s important to drink lots of water while using 
the LightWorks.  Always maintain your level of 
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hydration.  Now during operation the Hand Paddle may become warm or hot.  It’s perfectly 
normal. If it’s uncomfortable for you just turn the unit OFF and let it cool down.  Try to ensure 
that there’s adequate airflow around the unit for ventilation and cooling, on the Hand Paddle 
and on the base unit.  We do have vent holes in the back here.

Cautions

If you choose to use the LightWorks directly on the eyes, using Red LED light for three 
minutes has shown benefits. For all the other colors, we do not know and so advise caution. 
Please use caution if you have heat producing ointments on your skin, or a lotion, because 
that may cause a skin burn. And also if you have light sensitive medication use caution as it 
may interact with the medication. So the operation is quite simple.

SOTA Products User Guide

Now for typical use you might want to refer to the SOTA Products User Guide.  It has great 
information with suggestions of using all of the SOTA units.  Generally length of session, you 
want to start slowly and gradually build the time up.  And a typical session may vary from 
three to twenty-four minutes or more.

Generally the LightWorks can be used as needed and for a wellness program you can use the 
unit every other day.

Unit Care

Now for taking care of your LightWorks unit when you want to clean it just pay particular 
attention, especially when you’re cleaning the lenses of the Hand Paddle, first of all use a 
damp cloth or with a window cleaner.  Make sure you don’t use any kind of cleaner that could 
possibly eat away at the plastic.  And you always want to spray the cloth first.  You don’t 
want to be spraying your cleaner onto the unit because the cleaner could get in there and we 
don’t want that to happen.  Make sure you don’t use an abrasive cloth or any kind of cleaner 
with some kind of grit in it because again you’re going to scratch the plastic and you don’t 
want to do that.  So just use a damp cloth and you just wipe the unit down and also wipe the 
base unit down and you should be good to go.

Using Two Hand Paddles at the Same Time

Now you also have the option of purchasing two additional Hand Paddles.  These are our color 
paddles and you get four additional colors, Green, Blue and Yellow, Orange.  They both have 
sixty LEDs on either side and I’ll just demonstrate them for you.

So in addition to the Red and Infrared we have Green … and Blue.  And we have Yellow … and 
Orange.



• The SOTA units are consumer products designed to be used as part of a Wellness Lifestyle • The SOTA units are not medical devices nor are they 
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Okay I’d like to demonstrate using the additional Hand Paddles at the same time with using 
two ports on the LightWorks.  Now with your additional Hand Paddles you do get another USB 
cord.  So the first thing I want to do is take the USB cord, the flat end with the USB symbol 
down, and plug it into Port 2 which is shown on the end of the LightWorks and just plug it 
into Port 2.  I take the other end of the USB cord and I plug it into my second Hand Paddle. 

Now when I turn the unit ON we see that both Hand Paddles come on at the same side.  In 
this case it’s Green and Orange.  And if I hit the paddle button of course the other sides come 
on which is Blue and Yellow.  Now if I want to change the color combination of Port 1 which 
happens to be this paddle I need to hold the Paddle Button down for two seconds.  And that 
changed the color of Port 1 and now we have different combinations of color.  We have the 
Green and Yellow and we have the Blue and the Orange.  And that’s how you do the dual 
combination of the colors that you need.  

And I hope you enjoy using your LightWorks.

Note: This video and the transcript are intended to complement the product manual that 
accompanies your unit. Please be sure to read the complete product manual before using 
your unit. For the most up-to-date manual, please visit our website: www.sota.com. 


